IG/

18.03.2019
INVITING QUOTATIONS

Inviting item rate spot quotations in sealed envelope for the work of construction of
partition wall at KSKGRL, Allahabad .
It is intended to take up the work of construction of partition wall at KSKGRL, Allahabad.
The estimated cost for the aforesaid work is Rs. 1,02,000/ ( including GST)
If you are interested in the aforesaid work, your offer in sealed quotation should reach the
office of officer In charge, magnetic Observatory Jaipur on the aforesaid address on or before
28th March 2019 by 1600 hrs.
The time limit for completion of work is Fifteen days from the date of acceptance of work
order.
No advance will be given to the parties, bills will be admitted for payment on satisfactory
completion of work.
If you are interested in the aforesaid work, kindly fill the attached commercial bid offer form,
stamp and seal the same with date signature. Self‐attested copies of the experience and
licence certificate as mentioned below are also required to be enclosed in the sealed envelope
containing financial offer, failing which the bids will be rejected.
Eligibility:
The agency should have completed at least one work of similar nature of cost not less than
90,000/‐‐ or two works less than value of Rs. 60,000/‐
Terms and conditions:
The payment will be made as per actual quantum of work done. The quantity & quality of work
and the workmanship duly certified by Administrative In charge, KSKGRL, Allahabad will be
admitted for payment.
You will have to submit different nos. of samples of materials of different makes / manufactures,
satisfying IS standards and obtain its approval from the authorities well before its procurement.
The quantities of items of works may vary depending on the site. You are bound to execute
accordingly.
No escalation in price and labor rates will be applicabl for whatsoever reason. The rates for extra
items of works will be paid as [per the procedure followed by CPWD considering the current market
rates of materials and labors.

Performance guarantee: In terms of condition of tender, you are requested to submit an amount
equal to 5% of the tender amount in the form of Demand draft as against irrevocable performance
guarantee which is in addition to deposits mentioned elsewhere in the contract for proper
performance.
Signing of Contract agreement: The contractor should sign an agreement with the Institute within
three days of the date of acceptance of work on Rs. 100 stamp paper.
The works shall be carried out strictly in accordance to the item description, relevant & latest Indian
Standards and manufacture’s specification in a approved workmanlike manner and as per the
standard practice.
The bidder will have to follow all the safety rules regulations and safety procedure for the fulfilment
of the work.
The successful bidder will have to store the materials at the places shown to him at their own risk
at site. No claim of whatsoever reason will be entertained for the theft of the materials or any kind
of damage to your materials placed within the campus.
The successful bidder will be fully responsible for any accident or mishaps involving workers
engaged by the Contractor and he would make good to the aggrieved workman if claimed by the
affected person/s. The contractor shall indemnify the Institute from any claims arising out of
accidents, disabilities of any nature or death arising out of provisions under law, or any other nature
in respect of all workers engaged by him.
The Institute shall not pay any compensation in respect of any injury or death caused to the workers
of the contractor. It will be his sole responsibility. It is duty of the contractor to deploy the insured
workers at the site.
For further details interested parties may also kindly log on to iigm.res.in OR eprocure.gov.in
Thanking you,
Yours faithfully

/‐
(R.M.Pardeshi)
T.O. III (Engineer)
Enclosed: Commercial offer form
Copy to:
The Administrative In Charge, Dr KSKGRL, Allahabad for displaying the NIT notice board and
its wide publicity.
The Executive Engineer, CPWD, Allahabad for information and necessary action.
/‐
(R.M.Pardeshi)
T.O. III (Engineer)

